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Abstract

Conventional urban drainage models deal with rainfall-runoff analysis under the effects of local
storms. In the recent years, urban areas become also vulnerable to the local floods caused by
surface flows of the antropogenic origin (main bursts for example). In most of the cases these
commercially available models are relatively reliable when dealing with free surface pipe flow.
However, when the system becomes surcharged, reliability of models becomes strongly
dependent on the quality of modelling the interactions between surface and underground sub-
systems.  Traditionally most of the models store the water that flows out from the underground
surcharged pipes in an “virtual reservoir” close to the computational input node and the stored
volume returns to the pipe in the same node once the system resumes free surface flow.  This is
very simplified presentation of the real flow pattern. A new generation of models is needed.

To make a real break through and to model the dynamics of flooding in urban areas reliably, high
resolution data on terrain model are needed, and these are rarely available in the required  form,
and at affordable cost.

The presentation deals with the data requirements, possible means of gathering the data, some
problems of handling the large quantity of data, data pre-processing problems, and  application of
GIS in matching DTM (digital terrain models) with runoff simulation  modules. He result of
ongoing research performed under the supervision of the presenter will be introduced.  Possible
future trends in this area will be indicated.
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Discussion

Question Colin Roberts Babtie Group

You have talked about data to build models but what about data to validate events?

Answer

This is very good point. We need to get in the habit of collecting more information and in more
detail and to put this into databases. The data should include information on vertical elevation,
land use as well as urban flood information. A lot of urban flooding is caused by mains bursts.

Question John West University of Birmingham

In my view the most difficult data is the rainfall data, this is often not spatial despite having
weather radar available.

Answer

I agree the spatial variation of rainfall is a key issue, also we should be addressing climate
change. The industry needs better tools for both statistics and real time modelling.

Question Martin Osborne BGP Reid Crowther

How many years before flood routing is used on a day to day basis?

Answer

You probably have a better idea than me. Historically this has not been a big issue but I am
optimistic that it will become the normal thing in the not too distant future.
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